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1. Introduction 
In the report [lo] we looked at an extension of the Berlekamp-Massey 
algorithm. The Berlekamp-Massey algorithm [3, 4, 91 solves the minimal-par- 
tial-realization problem for scalar sequences of Markov parameters. The 
matrix case is solved by an algorithm described by Dickinson, Morf, and 
Kailath [5] and by Anderson, Brasch, and Lopresti [l]. Our version is 
Algorithm A of Section 12 in [lo]. In [2] Antoulas also gives an algorithm to 
solve the matrix case such that the solution is in the form of a matrix 
continued fraction. He calls his algorithm a Euclidean matrix algorithm, but it 
is in fact a matrix Berlekamp-Massey algorithm. In [12] we related our 
Algorithm A to the one of Antoulas. 
The algorithm of Euclid is well known for finding the greatest common 
divisor of two (scalar) polynomials. But the algorithm has other useful 
applications, such as the solution of the scalar minimal-partial-realization 
problem. The solution is given in the form of a continued fraction, but in 
contrast with the matrix continued fraction of Antoulas, each convergent has 
a new structure, i.e., the next convergent has more states than the previous 
one, or the degree of the denominator polynomial of the convergent in- 
creases. To compute that part of the continued fraction that determines the 
next convergent the algorithm of Euclid uses more than one Markov parame- 
ter, in contrast with the algorithm of Antoulas which uses just one matrix 
Markov parameter at each step. What we want to give in the next section is 
an algorithm that constructs a matrix continued fraction such that the next 
convergent of the continued fraction has another structure than the previous 
one, thus maintaining as much detail as possible. 
2. A Matrix Euclidean Algorithm 
Throughout this paper we shall freely use the definitions and notation of 
[lo]. As in [ll], we shall take the shift parameter k = - 1, which corresponds 
to the classical minimal-partial-realization problem. 
We recall the following: Given the p x m Markov parameters 
M,, Ma, M,, . . . E Kpxm (K an arbitrary field), consider polynomial vectors 
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a< n. 
The quantity rr E KP, possibly nonzero, is called the residual, and rr, ra, . . . is 
called the residual sequence. n is the level, and all solutions of this system are 
denoted as S( n, CX). Introduce the operators R and RS by Ra = rr and 
RSa = [r,T rz’ . . . IT. The residual series is denoted by R%(z) = 
cy= r riZ-“+a-i. The notion of degree will be extended to series in 2-l to 
mean the largest exponent of z with a nonzero coefficient, Thus the degree 
of R%(z) above is -n + a - 1 if rr # 0. We shall use the notation dRSa to 
denote the degree of RSa( z), and we shall also refer to it as the degree of the 
corresponding residual sequence. We call it the residual degree for short. 
Solution vectors a:(z), . . . , a “,( z ) of level n are solutions found on level n of 
lowest possible degree and with linearly independent highest-degree coeffi- 
cients. Auxiliary vectors are solution vectors of level < n whose residuals 
span the space {R[S(I,a)], 1=1,2 ,..., n-l; cy=O,1,2 ,..., I} of residuals. 
An auxiliary vector or a solution vector is said to have potential degree YT 
(w.r.t. level n) if it is a solution vector of degree 7~ - j for level n - j for 
some j, j = 0, 1,. . . , v. If the solution vectors of level n are assembled as the 
columns of an m x m matrix A( z), then A(z) is the right denominator of a 
minimal partial realization of order n for the given Markov sequence. 
Because we want to construct a matrix continued fraction a la Antoulas, 
that is as simple as possible but whose convergents solve minimal-partial-real- 
ization problems of increasing orders, we construct solution vectors that can 
be used at as much further levels as possible. To find these solution vectors, 
we use the fact that we know all vectors of S(n, CX). It was shown in [12] that 
a basis for them is given by the solution vectors and auxiliary vectors 
(possibly shifted) of that level. More precisely, a(z) E S( n, a) has the form 
m 01 s min(n,a) 
a(2) = c c Yl,dZd-u~u ;(‘)+ C C ~i,jzi-'xi(z>, (l) 
I=1 d=q i=l j = n, 
where a:(z),..., a:(z) are the solution vectors of degrees OLD < CY~ < - . . < a, 
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and xi(z), i = 1,2,. . . , s are the auxiliary vectors of potential degrees 
ri, 7r,, . * * 7 7rs for level n. 
Using the formula (l), we want to transform the solution vectors a:, 
making them solution vectors of levels as deep as possible, i.e. with least 
possible residual degree. In doing so we can use a; not only at level n but 
possibly also at deeper levels. For example, starting from a basis for S(O,O) 
consisting of m linearly independent constant vectors a:, . . . , a$ E Km, in 
step D.l.l of Algorithm D below, we only need to consider combinations of 
the form 
i-l 
a[=al+ C yi.ka(k). 
k-l 
More generally, in step D.2.4.1, we are given m solution vectors a;+ ‘, 
n+2 
a2 ,...,a,, n+ l of degrees (pi < o2 < . . - < a,. by considering combinations 
of the form 
or+‘+ c 1 vl,dzd-u’a;+l + c c pk,jzi-nkxk, 
1=1 d=n, k=l j=q (2) 
where xk are the auxiliary vectors of potential degree rk, we shall find m 
solution vectors with linearly independent highest-degree coefficients and 
with residual degrees as small as possible without increasing their degrees. 
Algorithm D, which we are going to describe now, is an adaptation of 
Algorithm A given in Section 12 of [lo] or its reformulation given in section 
2.3 of [II]. The latter relates it to a matrix continued fraction as in [2]. More 
details and some examples can be found in [13]. 
Some comments on the notation used: For successive levels n = 0, 1,2,. . . , 
the solution vectors are computed (D.2.1), and then, using (l), their residual 
degrees are made as small as possible (D.2.4). Each time, several matrices are 
updated: the numerator matrices (NM), the denominator matrices (DM), and 
the residual matrices (RSM). At all times M(z)DM(z) - NM(z) = RSM(z). 
Also information about degrees and potential degrees (vector dM) is updated. 
Each matrix has two parts: the A-part, which refers to the auxiliary vectors, 
and the S-part, which refers to the solution vectors. All transformations of 
these matrices can be described in terms of elementary operations applied to 
the columns, i.e. multiplications from the right with elementary matrices E 
which have the following meaning (see [ 111): 
Ei( a) = unit matrix with column i multiplied by a, 
Eij= unit matrix with column i and column j interchanged, 
Ejj(a)= unit matrix with column j replaced by column j plus a times 
column i. 
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All these transformations are collected in unimodular transformation matrices 
Vi (D.2.5), where i refers to the level. They contain all the information to 
construct a matrix continued fraction whose convergents are the successive 
minimal partial realizations. 
ALGORITHM D. 
D.1 {Initialization} 
NM = [NMA INMS] = [Ip 10] E KPx(p+m)[z] (numerator matrix) 
DM = [DMA IDMS] = [01 1m] E Kmx(p+m)[z] (denominator matrix) 
RSM = [RSMA IRSMS] = [ -Ip I M(z)] E KPx(p+m)[[z-l]] (residual ma-
trix) 
dM = [dMA IdMS] = [1 ... 110 '" 0] E K1X(p+m) (degree matrix) 
D.l.1 For i=2,3, ... ,m 
D.l.l.1 Search for a=a?+Li=hi laY with dRSa(z) as low as 
D.1.L2 :::: [~~? 1 by [R~al in [~~~l 
D.2 For n = 0,1,2, ... 
Suppose we know 
NM=[YI ... Yplcr ... c';:] 
DM=[XI .. , xpla)' ... a;:'] 
RSM = [RSx 1 ... RSx p IRSa1 RSa;:'] 
dM=['lTl .. , 'lTplal ... am] 
D.2.1 For i=1,2, ... ,m 
D.2.l.1 take Ra7 from RSMS (the coefficient of z-n+ai-l) 
D.2.l.2 H Ra7 = 0 then a?+l can be chosen as a? and V(il = 
Ip+m 
D.2.l.3 H Ra7 =F 0 then 
D.2.l.3.1 Write Ra? as a linear combination of 
Rx1,···,Rx p: 
p 
Ra7 = - L JLjRxj 
j=l 
D.2.l.3.2 {Update for solution vector a7+ 1 based on an 
D.2.l.3.2.1 Take r to be the index of the auxil-
iary vector with highest potential 
degree which is used actively in 
this linear combination, i.e. with 
P-T =F 0 (note that ai < 'ITT) 
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D.2.1.3.2.2 Set 
D.2.1.3.2.3 Replace 
[g] by [ g]Vii) 
D.2.1.3.2.4 {The corresponding interchange of 
degrees} 
Replace dM by dM . E,, p + i 
D.2.2 {Recording w.r.t. dMS} 
Define the permutation matrix PS such that dMS.PS has its 
entries in nondecreasing order from left to right, and reorder all 
other entries correspondingly, i.e., replace 
D.2.3 {Prepare for the next level} 
Increase the entries of dMA by 1 
D.2.4 {Using (l), we compute now the final solution vectors for level 
n +l} 
D.2.4.1 For i = 1,2 ,..., m 
D.2.4.1.1 If a;+’ is not a solution vector of level n then 
D.2.4.1.1.1 Find a linear combination 
a = a;+‘+ C C Y,,,,zL’~afa;+l 
I=1 k=a, 
such that dRSa is as small as possi- 
ble. 
(Note that there may be more than 
one solution). 
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D.2.4.1.1.2 The previous linear combination is 
assembled in the unimodular ma- 
tr.iz w(i): 
D.2.4.1.1.3 Replace 
]z] by ]E]W”) 
D.2.4.1.2 If al+’ is a solution vector of level fl then set 
WCi’ = I,,, 
D.2.5 Define 
with P = I@PS. 
Notes: 
1. It is is possible that in step D.2.4.1.1.1 there is more than one solution 
a(z). It is sufficient to take one of them as the new solution vector ai( The 
solution generated is not unique. 
2. Instead of the initializations NMA = I, and DMS = I,, we could 
have taken NMA = Y, E KpXp and DMS = Ah E Km’” to be any nonsingu- 
lar matrices. If A, is the transformation of A’,, as performed in step D.l.l, 
then we could define 
v,= ; co 
[ 1 0 A0 
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with X, = O,,_ and C, = Op_, to complete the set of unimodular matrices 
v,= : C” 
i 1 n An’ n = 1,2,..., 
of step D.2.5. If you now set 
then 
c,+Y,= 
Y, : . . . . 
A,+X,- . . 
A” 
has convergents C,, n A, k giving solutions of the minimal-partial-realization 
problem at level n, n = 0,1,2,. . . , i.e. of order N = n. This was shown in [ll]. 
3. If we only know the first N Markov parameters M,, k = 1,. . . , N, we 
cannot compute the complete residual sequence, but only some of its 
elements. Besides the initial zeros, we can only compute rL, r,, . . . , r,_,. 
However the subsequent elements never enter the computations explicitly, so 
minimal partial realizations of order N can be computed. 
4. It can be seen that the matrices NM and DM are never explicitly 
needed in Algorithm D. The only information needed is RSM and the degrees 
dM. Hence these matrices can be dropped from the algorithm. The algorithm 
computes the (matrix) continued-fraction expansion of the series M(z). If the 
transformations V are performed on the matrices NM and DM, the numera- 
tors and denominators of the successive convergents are obtained by the 
forward evaluation method as new terms in the continued fraction are 
computed. If these transformations are not explicitly performed, the numera- 
tor and denominator can always be recovered by multiplying the matrices V. 
5. When Algorithm D is applied to a sequence of scalar Markov parame- 
ters (p = m = l), the algorithm reduces to the scalar algorithm of Euclid. So 
Algorithm D can be seen as a possible generalization of the scalar algorithm 
of Euclid. The unimodular matrices V,, are in this case 
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where c, is a constant different from zero such that a,,(z) is a manic 
polynomial of degree >, 1. Because y,(z) = 0, we obtain a scalar continued 
fraction not going upwards but only going downwards: 
~+,$+,if$-j+ ... 
For further details see [6, 81. 
6. The scalar algorithm of Euclid can also be used to compute a greatest 
common divisor of two polynomials. This property can also be extended to 
Algorithm D. See 121. Suppose we have a left matrix fraction description 
T(z)-‘Q( ) d z an we want to compute a greatest common left divisor of T(Z) 
and Q(z). Starting from the Markov parameters of T(z)- ‘Q(z), we compute 
the unimodular matrices V,(Z), V,(z), V,(Z), . . . , V,,(Z) using Algorithm D 
until we get a minimal realization of these Markov parameters. This means 
that 
[ T(z’) t - Qb)]v,WWv,(4~ ..V,(z) 
[T(z) 1 -Q(d] Yo,nb) Co.d4 +(z),o], Xo,,b) A,,,(z) I 
so D(z) is a greatest common left divisor of T(z) and Q(z) unique up to a 
right multiplication with a unimodular matrix (see [7, pp. 376-3781). Note 
that T( z)Y,, N( z) - Q( 2)X,, N( z) = D(z), so the auxiliary vectors and the 
corresponding numerator vectors form the solutions of this Bezout equation, 
3. Conclusion 
We have adapted Algorithm A of [lo] and [ll], which gives a solution of 
the minimal-partial-realization problem for matrix sequences, to get Algo- 
rithm D, which can be seen as a generalization of the scalar algorithm of 
Euclid (see notes 5 and 6). 
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IMBEDDING THEOREMS FOR X-MATRICES WITH 
PARTIAL PRESCRIPTION OF THEIR INVARIANT FACTORS 
by J. DAVID VIEIRA38 
1. Introduction 
In this synopsis we shall present some results on partial prescription of 
invariant factors of matrices and submatrices. The main problem considered 
is the following: Find necessary and suffzcient conditions for the existence of 
square matrices A and B ouer an arbitrary field !K, of orders n and m 
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